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Introduction

Instead of material objects, German-English artist Tino
Sehgal creates ‘constructed situations’. By referring to his
work as a ‘situation’ instead of a ‘performance’, Sehgal re-
sists the distinct historical connotations associated with art-
works that treat the body as an object and oral traditions
designed to operate in performing arts spaces.1 In contrast,
Sehgal’s works engage in social processes directly within
the museum space. 
This research examines the long-term conservation of social
situations in museum spaces through caretakers, who are
assigned by Sehgal to care for the constructed  situations.
Caretakers are not the delegated performers, who have
been trained to act out Sehgal’s situations, by the trainers.
They work without support media, instead relying on work-
defining properties to produce acts of transfer. Caretakers
employ conservation techniques as a physical carrier of an
operational procedure and conceptual archive. 
Oral interviews were conducted with dancer and choreo -
grapher Becky Hilton, an Australian caretaker assigned by
Sehgal to negotiate, transport, and conduct an acquisition
made in 2014 of the artwork ‘This Is So Contemporary’
(2005) by private Australian collector John Kaldor. Hilton is
a permanent part of the acquisition, engaged by Sehgal to
maintain the constructed situations’ work-defining proper-
ties. If the work is to be loaned and exhibited elsewhere, it
is the caretaker’s responsibility to audition and rehearse ac-
tors, adapt intrinsic elements to spatial features and over-
see the production of the work for the exhibition period. 
Gathering together obvious aspects of Sehgal’s practice is
intended to provide ways for future conservators to advocate

for and support the circulation of Sehgal’s perfor  man ces
as co-producers of a social process.
The situation underlying this paper concerns a conservator
employed by a European museum that has acquired a work
by Sehgal. Without getting into specific work places, we will
think about what behaviors, customs and materials could
get in the way of conserving the work-defining properties of
constructed situations. The question is: are Sehgal’s works
at risk when acquired and displayed in European museum
contexts because conservators cannot support workflows
that are oral not written, social rather than scientific and
content driven instead of object-based? 

Artists

Sehgal prohibits the documentation practices of his works
that seek only to fortify museum procedures against hetero-
geneous cultural practices. The refusal to engage with writ-
ten contracts and photographic records moves documenta-
tion away from the prevalent archival record culture of the
museum, threatening skill sets built upon library systems.
Sehgal states: ‘I don’t make photographic or filmic reproduc-
tions of my work, because it exists as a situation, and there-
fore substituting it with some material object like a photo or
video doesn’t seem like an adequate documentation’.2 De-
tached from the hardware fetishism of video art and instal-
lation design, constructed situations animate oral exchange.
Insisting on the intrinsic elements of human interaction as
the means by which documentation takes place is not an ex-
ercise in immaterial artmaking. He states: “My work isn’t de-
produced; it is produced and it is material, but the difference
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Reperformance Strategies for the Reiteration of
Tino Sehgal’s This Is So Contemporary
Jessye Wdowin-McGregor, Robert Lazarus Lane

How can conservators support the circulation of artist Tino Sehgal’s constructed situations? This paper will consider a process modelled on the

techniques that generate the work itself. The procedure is discussed around the need for conservators to act in alliance with the network of

caretakers engaged by the artist as repositories to carry and transmit the work. Informed by research conducted into a recent acquisition of            

Sehgal’s work This Is So Contemporary (2005) and the caretaker who is contractually obliged to transfer future iterations, we will argue that the

proposed model of conservation cannot endure based on the current collection culture and procedures of the museum which is shaped by ob-

ject-based approaches to documentation and conservation.    

Wiederaufführungsstrategien für die Wiederholung von Tino Sehgal’s ‘This Is So Contemporary’ (‚Dies ist so zeitgenössisch‘)

Wie können Restauratoren die Verbreitung von Tino Sehgals konstruierten Situationen unterstützen? Der Aufsatz möchte einen Prozess in Erwägung   

ziehen, der nach den Techniken entwickelt ist, die das Werk selbst hervorbringen. Dieses Vorgehen wird im Zusammenhang der für Restauratoren be-

stehenden Notwendigkeit diskutiert, in Verbindung mit dem Netzwerk der „Caretaker“ zu handeln, die vom Künstler als Repositorien zur Übermittlung 

des Werkes bestimmt worden sind. Informiert durch die Forschung zu einer kürzlich erfolgten Neuerwerbung von Sehgals Arbeit This Is So Contemporary

(2005) und den „Caretaker“, der vertragsgemäß verpflichtet ist, zukünftige Wiederaufnahmen umzusetzen, werden wir argumentieren, dass das 

vorgeschlagene Restaurierungsmodell nicht auf der Grundlage der gegenwärtigen Sammlungskultur und musealen Prozessen, die auf objektbasierten 

Ansätzen für Dokumentation und Restaurierung beruhen, fortbestehen kann.



is that it materializes itself in the human body and not in a
material object.”3 Ever since Sehgal’s emergence early in
the media-saturated and device-driven twenty first century,
his artworks have never been stored as content or displayed
using electronic transmissions compressed and packaged
for screens. Nor are there any props bundled and flat
packed for installations. This means no sacred relics or doc-
uments can exist that accumulate monetary value long after
the work is exhibited.
With no objects, people are doing social memory work and
negotiating oral exchanges in exhibition conditions. People
using the interface of the museum as public space and not
as a storeroom, produce an encounter instead of a data-
base. For the art economy, Sehgal’s work enlivens people
who become participants through specific cultural tech-
niques, giving museum visitors a very memorable ‘human’
experience. Hilton observes:

‘There’s no writing telling you how you should experi-
ence it. So you’re just alone with your experience, which
is very tough for people. That’s why I call it a Trojan
Horse ... Everyone likes it because it’s so cool, and then
it gets in there and it’s just fucking with the place ... In
this very targeted, quietly insistent —. It’s not that quiet,
but ... The work just insists on itself’.4

Constructing interaction rituals in spaces specifically desig-
nated as where the living revisit the past and store works for
the future, creates a situation that reveals persistent cultural
affiliations to complex knowledge exchange traditions. For
heritage discourse, Sehgal’s techniques critically engage a
continuous oral culture many twentieth century European
museums tried to deaccession. So, when conservators and
collectors working with collections are prevented from using
written reporting strategies and compelled to inhabit the
work-defining properties of constructed situations in order
for it to be saved and displayed, they are forced to become
self-aware and reflexive participants in how heritage is orally
maintained. Hilton believes the approach is ‘protecting the
oral tradition’ by showing the ‘really complex way things can
be transmitted if they’re human to human.5 Elizabeth Car-
penter notes that while Sehgal’s approach is thought to be
radical in the space of the art world, the artist follows a long
lineage of knowledge transfer practices through oral culture:   

‘Memory is the only true recourse to documentation
through the oral recounting of experience … Group mem-
orisation thus becomes the standard mode of “conser-
vation” of the work – one that insures its preservation,
perpetuation, and authenticity’.6

The use of oral traditions in constructed situations offers
museums and conservators a way of rethinking reperfor-
mance as a form of knowledge production. Approaching
shared memory and non-written documentation strategies
with the view that they will inevitably erode and deteriorate
over time, conceals an array of persistent cultural traditions
and a pile of obsolescent technological platforms. This re-
search encourages the idea that Sehgal is employing medi-

ums of exchange (live interactions, oral transactions, perfor-
mative acts) to circulate and perpetuate his work. What
places it at risk is not this methodology, but the inability of
European museums to balance oral and written cultures
within their structures. 
Constructed situations comprise two distinct but inter  -

re lated dimensions that permit variation and continuity. The
first component is spatial sites, which provide the means for
acting in concert. Sehgal’s work circulates through a net-
work of institutions, from cavernous turbine halls to winding
spiral staircases. As the works travel through different fram-
ing devices, situations are adapted to emerge from the phys-
ical qualities of social sites. The second component is the
repertoire to be adapted and exchanged in concert. This virtual
archive carried by caretakers is the content acquired and
passed forward through a social process. Finding cohesion
between these interrelated dimensions hinges on the nego-
tiation between conservators and caretakers. 

Caretakers

Sehgal’s caretakers are informed by dance and choreogra-
phy, including an understanding of organising concerts in
time and space. Charged with the responsibility of rehears-
ing delegated performers, caretakers oversee the work for
its exhibition duration and ensure the artist’s intent is not
lost upon each iteration.  
The direct human-to-human contact built into the way the
work is transferred, means that without caretakers, the work
could not take place. Embedding a caretaker into the terms
of acquisition entrusts the work’s legacy to the relationship
forged between collector and caretaker. No longer reliant on
a living artist or their estate, those who are directly involved
in the work’s iteration determine how Sehgal’s artworks are
carried forward; as Hilton notes, the practice of care is fold-
ed into the idea of preserving the work.7

Hilton is unconcerned by the notion that living memory and
non-written documentation strategies are subject to irrevo-
cable deterioration, especially as a dance practitioner. For
Hilton, dependency on memorisation, rehearsal and collab-
oration is not an unfamiliar concept. Notes do not need to
be written or moves photographed: ‘You just have it in your
head and in your memory’.8 Furthermore, Hilton suggests
that the direct human-to-human contact built into the way
the work is transferred requires each recipient to ensure
they look after what has been conveyed, that ‘you carefully
impart information, to each other. That preserves the work.
In terms of conservation it’s a really interesting thing. Be-
cause … human contact is so mandated inside the way the
work is transmitted on all levels’.9

A long-term resistance to loss is managed by a chain of peo-
ple linked through knowledge transfer activities. The migra-
tion of virtual archives from caretaker to caretaker, and the
spatial situations shaping the mutation of this transfer, are
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the variabilities impacting the works continuity. To exhibit
Sehgal’s work in one hundred years requires support for the
mediums of exchange used by caretakers. However, muse-
um structures dedicate a lot of time to duplicating files and
cataloguing equipment, rather than knowledge management
between former and current staff occupying the same work-
spaces. Hilton advised that the process of dealing with mu-
seums in the touring of Sehgal’s work was a challenging ex-
perience because museum systems were left so vulnerable
by oral procedures. Conservators and curators questioned
her approach – resisting artists’ intent. Procedures were
considered unusual and problematic because they em-
ployed an archival method absent from art restoration and
collection management training. It recalls Andre Lepecki’s
idea of porousness within the dance archive, in which, “the
body as archive replaces and diverts notions of archive away
from a documental deposit or a bureaucratic agency dedi-
cated to the (mis)management of ‘the past’.’’10

Hilton acknowledges that negotiations with museum struc-
tures and staff that impact the conditions of the work upon
exhibition are integral to how the work comes into being.
She reflects that the collaborative experience, while reward-
ing, is exhausting. With the caretaker’s approach questioned
by museums, there is a risk that Hilton may decide not to
continue to act as a caretaker after several more iterations
of the work. The intensive human interaction that the work
mandates places Sehgal’s highly significant art at risk be-
cause the migration of virtual archives through a chain of
caretakers strikes at the core of how museums work. 
Maintaining the physical network between people involved
in the materialisation of the work is pivotal and facilitates
continued transfer. Relations between caretakers and col-
lections  are crucial. They enable a line of descendants from
the primary transmitter of the work through to the person
who will eventually pass the responsibility on to be main-
tained. Without the transfer process, loss occurs. Once an
artist’s archive, which is virtual and made up of people who
act as conduits, is no longer passed on it cannot be stored.
The fact a caretaker’s role is built into the work and never
independent from the given conditions of production begs
the question: what role can conservators play in supporting
the knowledge management procedures of caretakers?  

Conservators

Standardised approaches to conservation and documenta-
tion lack the ability to adequately capture the essential ele-
ments that comprise the works (dance, song, gesture, hu-
man interaction), risking disassociation and significant loss.
Bringing performance art into the museum space provides
the opportunity to look beyond the limits of current docu-
mentation methods for object-based artworks.  
Sehgal’s strategy for the long-term transfer of his works
moves between museum staff members, who are recog-

nised as the work’s authorised keepers, to specialised care-
takers, who have become a contractual part of the acquisi-
tion process.11 While it seems apparent, both to the artist
and the museum, that the skillset required to select, re-
hearse and train participants in the choreographic and rela-
tional elements of the work falls outside the expertise of the
conservator, there is a need to facilitate participatory situa-
tions constructed for museums.   
Sehgal’s situations and encounters are contained by certain
parameters that enable his works to be passed from one
person to another, but they are also open to modification
and variation. The very nature of this process cannot be
fixed in writing and described to others later for the purpos-
es of reiteration. Hilton emphasises the ‘constant transform-
ing of the information’12 occurring within the structural
bounds of the work, in which participants develop unspoken
agreements about how they approach spectators, reading
the non-verbal behaviors of others at any given time. This in-
trinsic fluid mode is reliant on living memory, live events and
the integration of the spectator. 
A model of conservation as a situated social process that is
always animated by an actor network of multiple stakehold-
ers is inextricably tied to participation, a core element of
Sehgal’s practice. A delegated performer recalls:

‘… when I arrived in Berlin to rehearse for the work in
May, Tino, Louise and Frank were there to teach us a se-
lected number of songs to which they had worked out
voice parts with the help of composer Ari Benjamin Mey-
er. But as we were learning these songs, Tino kept re-
peating, “This is not the piece.” He wanted us to be quite
clear about the fact that it would in fact be the process
of choosing when and how these choreographies would
come into play at a given moment in the work. The idea
of authorship being shared and belonging to multiple
people — as is often true of group dance work — is highly
complex, filtered, processed, re-processed and honed in
a deep exchange.’13

Similarly, Hilton states that all aspects of a Sehgal piece,
from acquisition to iteration, are socially constructed and
champion the social experience, requiring negotiation, dia-
logue and exchange in order for the work to come into be-
ing.14 The instructional choreography of Sehgal’s artworks
enable them to circulate and repeat through many bodies;
this mode of conservation via memory and exchange pro-
duces an open-ended structure that is informed, shaped and
modified by many individuals. It follows that conservators
enter into the social processes that form the work, through
interactions with multiple stakeholders. Enabling the pro-
duction of an event and the living, relational interactions
within it is a live conservation action. 
The reliance on participation in Sehgal’s work is intertwined
with the museum site, which is the specific public space
used by Sehgal for hosting an event. Object-based artworks
are located in museums, giving each other value. But a mu-
seum is also a public space, where people are able to gather,
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interact and give value to different cultural expressions. For
Sehgal, the museum is a site of legitimisation,15 a place that
makes his constructed situations valuable. As places, mu-
seums host people encountering objects that can be relent-
lessly experienced and viewed from different perspectives.
By removing the art object, a museum encounter still takes
place, but between participants. This replaces a collection
of objects with a collective event: ‘[I’m] trying to produce
something non-material, and the best place to do it is in a
place where you expect something material’.16

Carrying forward a collective event involves harnessing the
conditions the work comes to exist in, which requires a
strong grasp on what those conditions are: ‘That’s what
someone in my role does … you try to preserve the experi-
ence’.17 Preparing the ground enables people engaging with
the work to produce a form of exchange through a set of ac-
tions structured by an ensemble of social relations. Louise
Höjer, long-term caretaker and associate of Sehgal, ob-
serves: ‘When I install a work, I often talk about it in terms
of a culture. We have to interpret the rules that Tino gives
us and be human within them’.18 This means one cannot sit
in an office or studio to prepare for an exhibition. A con-
structed situation cannot be coordinated in isolation; it re-
alises itself in the public sphere of the museum. Conserva-
tion is enacted through public exhibitions and custodianship
is acting in the company of other people. This social process
is a negotiation framed by the museum space.
The archival spheres of the museum storeroom, conserva-
tion laboratory, server room, office space has been built to
contain loss and mitigate the human process. Together, the
programmes of the art historian and material scientist have
built a home that can accommodate specific forms of art.
Unbuilding a structure setup to document cultural practices
using specific techniques is counter-productive. What is im-
portant is recognising the limitations of European models
for collecting and conserving object-based art. Then devel-
oping social processes in museum contexts that can nurture
the work-defining properties of performance-based art.

Conclusion

Collecting and conserving constructed situations produces
an encounter with a social procedure.  For institutions that
have acquired works by Sehgal, maintaining a human process
prevents loss. How conservators that model their practices
on museum structures engage in a social process is very
much a work in progress. The use of reperformance, in terms
of scheduled rehearsals and transfers of memorised content,
produces more tension than progress within the conservation
discipline. Interpreting involvement in performance art as
problematic rather than as part of museum procedures needs
to be addressed.
When performance art enters a collection, conservation en-
ters performance art. The very fact of conservators’ presence

in museums means they cannot help but participate in the sit-
uations impacting performance procedures and social
processes. Time will tell if together, the actions of the care-
taker and conservator can co-exist using reperformance
strategies for future iterations. To support reperformances in
the present, conservators will need to be co-producers rather
than expect caretakers to be conservators. While museums
will have to do more than acquire performance art, they will
need to give conservators ways to advocate for artists and
specialists that undermine their own training and approach.
If conservators abandon performance-based artists to protect
object-based livelihoods, European museum cultures will ex-
perience a further imbalance of oral and written cultures.  

Robert Lazarus Lane
Grimwade Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation, 
The University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria
Australia

Jessye Wdowin-McGregor
State Library Victoria, Melbourne, Victoria
Australia
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